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Abstract 

Continuous wave (CW) near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) has a number of advantageous properties that 

have resulted in its widespread use by researchers interested in brain imaging: non-invasive, portable, 

affordable, and easy to engineer relative to frequency domain and time resolved spectroscopy. In CW 

systems, a complete spatial frame is formed when all detectors in the sensor array are sampled. We 

have formulated an optimum data acquisition schema from the multi-channel, multi-wavelength sensor 

array to minimize the time lag between subsequent detector data and total sampling time of all 

detectors by serialization. Frame rate refers to the frequency at which whole sensor array is sampled. In 

this paper our aim is to find the optimal frame rate for hemodynamic signal monitoring using NIRS 

devices. Currently, 1.2 to 2Hz frame rates are in use. We have performed experiments at 2Hz, 4Hz, 8Hz 

and 10Hz frame rates. We have investigated the effects of frame rate, by acquiring NIRS data at 

different frame rates using the same experimental setup in each case. First experiment was performed 

using a phantom that mimics the optical properties of tissue to estimate the changes in SNR. The second 

experiment is to observe hemodynamic changes of the muscular tissue as a response to cuff ischemia. 

Physiological signal characteristics of the signals within different frame rates are explored. Preliminary 

data analysis shows there is an increase in information content, although the SNR and growing 

computational burden for higher sampling rates are parameters for trade off considerations.  
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